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Editorial

Swiss Post Innovation Management

Dear Sir/Madam,

“Success through innovation” – this is one of 
our four guiding principles and a strategic 
objective of Swiss Post. This is how we will 
approach the future: for the markets of tomor-
row, we are developing innovations today, 
thereby remaining competitive and successful. 
We also involve partners, investors and  
start-ups which are particularly interesting to 
our markets in the development of innova- 
tions, together with the more than 60,000 em- 
ployees of the Swiss Post Group The latter  

can take advantage of a range of functional and user-friendly 
tools to develop their ideas and projects. 

Since 2013, two modern web applications have been avai- 
lable which greatly simplify internal dialogue and discourse 
through collaborative mechanisms. This service is very well 
received at all levels of the hierarchy. We are therefore planning  
to increase our employees’ networking possibilities even  
further with the future introduction of social software. The 
PostConnect project indicates a number of roads leading 
towards the Enterprise 2.0. 

We want to increase the strategic importance of innovations  
to the future development of Swiss Post. Consequently,  
we are taking the next organisational step in this direction by 
incorporating Innovation Management in the new Group 
Development Programmes organizational unit from 1 April 
2014. In the future, this will also be managed by the adminis-
trative office of the Executive Management Committee  
Innovation (KLA INN). Bringing all activities together under  
one roof will help to strengthen the unit in the sphere of 
innovation. It will provide the necessary drive for ensuring  
the strategic development of the company while creating new 
growth opportunities even outside the traditional markets, 
for example with the “vivates” electronic patient record which 
we are currently positioning on the market with conside- 
rable success.

Together we can drive Swiss Post forwards. 
I am counting on you!

Susanne Ruoff
CEO
Swiss Post
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Dear Innovation Enthusiasts,
Dear Colleagues,
Dear Partners and Investors,

Innovations are commercially suc- 
cessful developments. Ideas form 
the basis, but the way they are 
implemented is crucial. Creative 
minds need passion and endur-
ance, two characteristics which 
are widespread within Swiss Post. 
Many employees inspire us with 

their commitment and their perseverance. On  
the way to launching their products on the market, 
we accompany them all the more passionately.

In the past 5 years, we have worked with the 
business units to develop innovation manage- 
ment into innovation architecture tailor-made for  
Swiss Post: the six fundamental elements of 
vision/innovation focus, structure, processes and 
methods, employees, communication and coopera-
tion with the environment (open innovation) are 
interlinked. This enabled and still enables us  
to make innovations possible while helping Swiss  
post to achieve its strategic innovation goals.  
The Innovation Partner Network  forms the 
hinge between the business units, interesting 
start-ups, other partners and potential investors.  
In the Swiss Innovative Network ActionJam  ,  
we exchange our innovation expertise with more 
than 10 other Swiss companies and the Swiss 
Federal Innovation Promotion Agency.

How do we ensure that the innovation culture  
is a way of life at every level within the Swiss  
Post organization? User-friendly instruments, such 
as Postidea  and the results-oriented INN  
process  , form the basis. The key to success lies 
in the networking: because when it comes to 
improvements and innovations, things are better 
– and quicker – when done together. In 2013, our 
employees were able to take advantage of the 
new “CO-STAR Creator”  and “Postidea 
Campaign”  online collaboration platforms. Both 
of these web applications bring employees 
together, thereby promoting a “feeling of unity” 
independent of the hierarchy and business units. 
With the PostConnect project  , we are testing 
even more intensive employee networking  
with social software. We even promote network- 
ing offline: inspiring meeting and interaction  
zones  facilitate dialogue and the exchange of 
knowledge. In the future head office of Swiss  
Post too. 

Every year since 2011, Swiss Post has presented  
its latest products and services at the “Business 
Innovation Day”  . In September 2013, more 
than one hundred representatives of large compa-
nies and SMEs participated in this successful  
Swiss Post innovation fair.

Do you also have an innovative idea?  
Get in touch with us. 
We are here for you.

Pierre-Yves Caboussat
Head of Innovation Management

Overview
We make innovations possible 
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Whether small and delicate, large and complex,  
or even relevant to the Group as a whole: Ideas are  
the lifeblood of Swiss Post. This is why various  
tools are available to staff for introducing their pro- 
posals and projects.

Postidea
Big and small ideas for improving products and 
processes are guided by existing procedures. This  
is why, in the majority of cases, they are not particu-
larly complex. As a corporate suggestion scheme, 
Postidea is the right address for simple and sponta-
neous suggestions for adjustments and improve-
ments. Employees can efficiently complete the input 
screens without the aid of any instructions or, if 
necessary, submit their ideas offline. More complex 
business ideas are channelled directly into the  
INN process  .

Postidea proved very successful in 2013: employees 
submitted a total of 1,471 suggestions via this 
channel. The implementation rate remained cons- 
tant: once again, almost one idea in ten was 
implemented. The financial benefits of the adjust-
ment and improvement suggestions submitted 
totalled almost a million francs. Once again therefo-
re, Postidea made a healthy contribution to the  
Swiss Post result.

Ideas campaigns
The ideas campaign instrument is useful for people 
who need quick and high-quality input for specific 
problems and questions. As campaign managers,  
the employees themselves determine the intended 
recipients. Input is very easy thanks to a clear  
online assistant. A significant element in the ideas 
campaigns is the interaction with participants.  
The submitters and all recipients read and comment 
on incoming contributions. This is how communi- 
cation is created. In addition to the comment 
function, ideas can be directly assessed using the 
Facebook “Like” button. This is how submitters 
receive comments and detailed feedback about their 
questions, thereby providing a considerable in- 
crease in value. Furthermore, the submitted ideas 
can also be assessed by an evaluation committee 
using individual criteria. In 2013, numerous emplo- 
yees launched ideas campaigns. Line managers, 
project leaders and specialists all submitted questi-
ons to selected colleagues via the user-friendly  
web application.  

In this way, for example, they prepared workshops 
and achieved excellent results in the shortest possible 
time from brainstorming sessions and evaluation 
surveys. In 2013, more than two thousand emplo-
yees worked on new ideas in some 28 campaigns. 
 
The perfect complement
Whilst the initiative in the Postidea programme 
comes from individual employees, the opposite  
is true for the ideas campaigns: these are addressed 
to selected employees, calling on their specific 
knowledge and experience. This is why the ideas 
campaign and Postidea complement one another 
perfectly as a company suggestion scheme for  
the impromptu submission of ideas. Since autumn 
2013, both schemes have been particularly well 
received by employees on the redesigned Postidea 
platform. Irrespective of whether they submit an 
idea or want to post a question, the simple navigati-
on enables users to access the desired applications. 

Ideas management
Ideas are the lifeblood of Swiss Post

Best practice 
More than 100 responses to the 
Head of Human Resources

“What concerns you with regard to your 
daily work and the Human Resources unit’s 
future role in Swiss Post’s new Group struc-
ture?” Head of Human Resources Yves-André 
Jeandupeux sought constructive answers  
to these questions from the 370 employees 
in the unit. For this reason, he launched an 
ideas campaign in August 2013. It proved to 
be a smart move: 272 HR specialists took 
part in the campaign. Many of these submit-
ted ideas or commented on and evaluated 
their colleagues’ ideas. Yves-André Jean-
dupeux quickly gained a picture of the most 
pressing concerns and topics. He then dis- 
cussed them in-depth at “Pensemble”, the 
meeting for all staff in Swiss Post’s Human 
Resources unit, in September 2013.
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Creative minds celebrate as VIPs, 
drive the Postidea Smart car and  
win prizes

In 2013 Swiss Post intensified communication 
relating to its ideas management in order to ensure 
that as many ideas as possible were submitted. 
The Postidea competition received a great deal of 
attention with an Apple MacBook Air and other 
Apple gadgets to be won. Swiss Post rewarded 
innovative employees more than ever before: At 
the exclusive annual Postidea event at the Gurten- 
festival, the employees who had submitted the 
most ideas and offered the most feedback were 
welcomed as VIPs. Since the summer of 2013, 
whoever submits the idea of the month is offered 
the chance to drive the Smart car in the new 
Postidea colours  for a whole month free of 
charge. Furthermore, the new Postidea points 
system now also rewards those employees who 
do not submit their own ideas but who evaluate 
other projects and provide valuable contributions 
to questions posted.

KAIZEN in PostMail
In the PostMail business segment, hundreds of major 
and minor improvements were made using the 
KAIZEN method (KAIZEN is a Japanese term meaning 
“change for the best”) and were adopted and 
implemented by other sites within the unit. While 
Postidea enables employees to submit ideas relating  
to any topic relevant to Swiss Post, the KAIZEN 
approach means that they call on their everyday 
experience at their own workplace to show how 
products and processes can be improved in their 
individual work environment and how different forms 
of wastage can be prevented. Thanks to KAIZEN, 
PostMail saved more than 20,000 hours of work in 
2013 and over half a million francs. 

http://media10.simplex.tv/content/54/55/33155/index.html
http://media10.simplex.tv/content/54/55/33155/index.html
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INN process
27 projects – one language 

“ Thanks to support from the INN  
fund and the effective INN process, 
we were able to optimize the 
mobile PostShop swiftly and launch 
it successfully on the market.” 
Frank Lüthi, Project Manager, Mobile Sales Channels, 
Post Offices & Sales

Swiss Post promotes promising business ideas across 
the units. To this end, it has developed the goal-
oriented INN process. The process tests, evaluates and 
ensures the further development of the most promis-
ing projects – ideally until they are ready to be rolled 
out. Within the framework of the INN process,  
committed employees appreciate the opportunity to 
present their projects not only to innovation, market-
ing and sales specialists but also to five members  
of the Executive Management team. In the Executive 
Management Committee Innovation, New Business 
& Sustainability  chaired by CEO Susanne Ruoff 
these individuals evaluate projects and business ideas 
pre-selected by the INN jury  .  

In 2013, the INN jury examined eight ideas still in the 
preliminary stages and took a financing decision.  
The jury also provided the KLA INN with funding 
recommendations concerning two projects at a 
more advanced stage. The KLA INN evaluated a total 
of seven projects in 2013, generally with the aim  
of developing a business plan and implementing a 
pilot project. 

An annual budget of 1.5 ‰ of the expected Swiss 
Post Group turnover is made available to the INN 
process and its projects. The INN fund was not used 
to the full in 2013. From the INN fund, a good  
7 million francs were used to provide some 27 pro- 
jects and proposals with financial support. 

One language thanks to CO-STAR
At Swiss Post, business ideas are prepared using  
the comprehensible and compact CO-STAR structur- 
ing method. In the INN process, therefore, all 
projects speak the same “language” and can thus  
be assessed and compared in a fair manner by  
the INN jury and the KLA INN. In order to increase 
the awareness of CO-STAR and to simplify its  
use, Swiss Post developed the CO-STAR Creator  
web-based tool.  

Two success stories
Many projects which successfully made it through  
the INN process are already on the market:  
Customers of the mobile Postshop  enjoy easy 
shopping 5to their homes postage-free. In the 
mobile-optimized postshop.ch, customers can make 
purchases from a broad range of articles and  
can now also buy gift cards and prepaid credits.  
It is thanks to these innovations that Swiss Post has 
been able to expand its market position in the  
mobile online channel. Customers appreciate the 
simple user guidance and can take advantage  
of practical functions: For example, they can file  
their credit card details to benefit from the  
quick “one-click payment”. This also applies to  
people with a handicap: the mobile Postshop is  
the first freely accessible mobile shop in  
Switzerland .

Arrive by public transport and explore the city  
centre by bike or e-bike: That’s the idea be 
hind PubliBike  . For Swiss Post employees,  
the last mile of combined mobility is free.  
Like all other users, they can take advantage  
of more than 1,000 bicycles and electric bikes  
which can be hired from one of the 112  
PubliBike stations. That makes PubliBike, devel- 
oped through the INN process, the largest  
bike-sharing schemein Switzerland. The PubliBike  
app shows the more than 21,000 customers  
where the closest station is and indicates in real  
time how many bicycles and electric bikes are 
available there. 

http://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-mobile/post-mobile-post-website.htm
http://media10.simplex.tv/content/54/55/34014/index.html
http://media10.simplex.tv/content/54/55/34014/index.html
https://www.publibike.ch/en/home.html
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Simply and quickly to the market

Outline, enlarge upon, optimize, pilot and in- 
troduce onto the market. Promising projects 
designed by Swiss Post staff ideally run through 
these stages of the INN process towards market 
readiness in less than eight months. The INN 
process always begins with a simple business or 
process optimization idea and usually ends  
with a pilot project. A jury comprising represent-
atives from the units (INN jury) and the Exec- 
utive Management Committee Innovation, New 
Business & Sustainability (KLA INN) assess the 
ideas and/or the projects. These committees de- 
cide which projects have potential and will 
therefore receive financial support. Swiss Post 
Innovation Management accompanies, advises and 
supports the project managers throughout the 
whole process. Over 80 projects have been through 
the INN process since August 2009. 

Five members of Executive Management form 
part of the KLA INN, which has six representa-
tives. Susanne Ruoff (CEO, who chairs the KLA 
INN), Ulrich Hurni (Head of PostMail, Deputy 
CEO), Yves-André Jeandupeux (Head of Human 
Resources), Pascal Koradi (Head of Finance) and 
Frank Marthaler (Head of Swiss Post Solutions). 
Thierry Kneissler (Head of Corporate Center at 
PostFinance) also represents PostFinance on the 
committee.

The INN jury comprises 41 people with each 
division represented by five members. The innova-
tion managers and members of the Marketing 
Expert Committee (FA M) and the Sales Expert 
Committee (FA V) are called on. Consequently, 
considerable emphasis is placed on the marketing 
and sales of the business ideas. Seven members 
alternate in acting as the jury at the monthly 
meetings. 

Other projects from the  
INN process  
A selection

Swiss Post Box  
The electronic letter box 

Post SuisseID  
The Swiss standard for secure identification  
and digital signature 

IncaMail 
Encrypting and sending e-mails securely 

Loyalty Marketing  
Comprehensive loyalty programme for  
business customers 

«pro clima»
Carbon neutral mailing of letters, parcels, 
courier, Innight and small consignments 

WiFi on Postbuses 
Free Internet on Postbuses 

Fuel cell Postbus  
Travelling without exhaust fumes 

Health insurance card
Medical and administrative data available  
at any time 

sobu 
Earn money with online recommendations 

SecureCube
Flexible and safe cash deposits 

vivates
The Swiss Post electronic patient record 

http://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-privatkunden/post-empfangen/post-empfangen-empfangsvarianten/post-swisspostbox.htm
http://postsuisseid.ch/en
http://postsuisseid.ch/en
http://postsuisseid.ch/en
http://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-incamail-home.htm
http://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-geschaeftskunden/post-dokumente-dialog-loesungen/post-customer-relationship-excellence/post-crm-loyalty-marketing.htm
http://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-geschaeftskunden/post-dokumente-dialog-loesungen/post-customer-relationship-excellence/post-crm-loyalty-marketing.htm
http://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-geschaeftskunden/post-dokumente-dialog-loesungen/post-customer-relationship-excellence/post-crm-loyalty-marketing.htm
https://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-konzern/post-engagement/post-engagement-klimaschutz/post-pro-clima.htm
https://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-konzern/post-engagement/post-engagement-klimaschutz/post-pro-clima.htm
https://www.postauto.ch/en/pag-startseite/pag-taeglich-unterwegs/pag-clever-unterwegs/pag-wifi/pag-wifi-so-funktioniert-es.htm
http://www.postauto.ch/en/pag-startseite/pag-ueberuns/pag-portrait/pag-nachhaltigkeit/pag-nachhaltigkeit-antriebssysteme.htm
http://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-konzern/post-publikationen/post-dossiers/post-dossier-gesundheitsmarkt.htm
http://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-konzern/post-publikationen/post-dossiers/post-dossier-gesundheitsmarkt.htm
https://www.sobu.ch/en
http://www.post.ch/securepost/en/spag-startseite/spag-securecube.htm
http://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-geschaeftskunden/post-dokumente-dialog-loesungen/post-gesundheitswesen-branchenloesungen/post-elektronisches-patientendossier.htm?DCSext.wt_shortcut=vivates&WT.mc_id=shortcut_vivates
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Innovation Partner Network 
Developing innovations together

When developing innovations, Swiss Post also 
applies the principle “better together” to its coopera-
tion with external partners. The Innovation Partner 
Network forms the hinge between the Swiss Post 
business units, interesting start-ups, other partners 
and potential investors. To this end, other innovation 
management tools such as the INN process (see 
pages 7 and 8) come into play. The time between 
the screening of interesting companies and the joint 
implementation of innovations is therefore becom-
ing shorter and shorter in the Innovation Partner 
Network. Maintaining and constantly expanding the 
partner network is crucial here. After all, the more 
know-how and technology that is gathered at Swiss 
Post, the more innovations can be implemented.

Swiss Post is particularly interested in start-up 
companies which are in the setting-up phase  
and are active in at least one of the markets that  
Swiss Post is interested in. In 2013, 30 of 250 
monitored companies were observed closely.  
Swiss Post is planning joint innovation projects  
with five companies. Central to this is the partner- 
ship established with the Swiss start-up monitor  
in autumn 2012: It grants Swiss Post access to  
more than 90 percent of Swiss start-up companies 
and thus access to many important Swiss leaders  
of innovation. The partnership also facilitates  
contact and networking between Swiss Post and 
potential investors. 

Pitching days

Since December 2013, to simplify the interface 
between the start-ups and Swiss Post, the 
innovation management team together with the 
corporate units has organized so-called pitching 
days on specific themes. This is how it works: The 
Swiss start-up monitor and the partner network 
select suitable start-ups. Many of these jump at 
the chance and present themselves and their 
business model to Swiss Post. In December 2013, 
three start-ups took part in the Swiss Post pitching 
day on the theme of e-commerce. Five young 
entrepreneurs also presented themselves in 
December at another pitching day on the themes 
of big data, mobile/telematics and media. The 
event was organized by Swiss Post together with 
the SBB (Swiss railways), Mobiliar, AXA, Phonak 
and the Swiss start-up monitor. The pitching days 
streamline the selection procedure: The Swiss 
Post representatives are endowed with decision-
making powers. In the event of mutual interest, 
this process considerably reduces the time until 
cooperation can begin.
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Senozon  is an international 
consulting and technology company 
focussing on location planning  
and site assessment; transport and 
infrastructure planning; and mobility 
research, software development  
and information distribution. Since 
2010, as a spin-off of the Swiss 
Federal Institute of Technology (ETH 
Zurich), Senozon has developed 
in-demand products based on the 
achievements of more than 10 years 

of research. Thanks to the Innovation Partner 
Network – Swiss Post and the Swiss start-up monitor 
observed Senozon closely – PostBus, PostLogistics 
and the start-up managed by Dr Michael Balmer and 
Dr Marcel Rieser were able to work together.

Dr. Michael Balmer, how did the cooperation 
with PostBus come about?
The Swiss Post innovation specialists invited us to 
present our mobility model in person to PostBus  
and PostLogistics. We were delighted to do so and 
immediately aroused considerable interest.

What distinguishes the Senozon mobility model?
Out mobility model is a detailed spatial and temporal 
computerized map of Switzerland which also 
incorporates the infrastructure and population. For 
example, some 2 million buildings are modelled 
together with sections of streets, bus stops, railway 
stations, buses, trams, trains and the entire time-

table. The roughly 8 million Swiss citizens are 
represented as a synthetic image and organize their 
typical work day in the simulation as autonomous 
individuals. To ensure that the simulation mirrors  
the population’s mobility behaviour accurately, the 
model is based on detailed and high-quality input 
data, for example the “Building and Housing Statis-
tics”, the “Population and Household Statistics” and 
the “Mobility and Traffic Micro-census” published  
by the Swiss Federal Statistical Office.  

Were you able to establish the mobility  
model for PostBus?
Yes, for PostBus we were able to analyse the mobility 
demand for the region of Sion. PostBus also operates 
the city buses in Sion and approached us for an 
explanation of how the public transport system could 
be adapted to meet the needs of the local popula-
tion’s mobility behaviour. 

Why is PostLogistics interested in the  
mobility model?
PostLogistics aims to identify suitable locations  
for parcel terminals. Our mobility model clearly  
shows where people are mostly located and when. 
PostLogistics could build on this knowledge and  
draw the relevant conclusions with regard to the 
choice of locations for parcel terminals.

Successful cooperation with Senozon 
The Swiss Post innovation specialists  
took the first step

http://senozon.com/
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Business Innovation Day
The popular innovation faire

Every year since 2011, Swiss Post has 
presented its latest innovations at  
the “Business Innovation Day”. This 
innovation fair has always proved 
immensely popular, and in September 
2013, more than one hundred repre-
sentatives of large companies and  
SMEs took the opportunity to listen  
to Swiss Post’s product and sales  
specialists explaining a selection of  
promising innovations. Following the 
keynote speeches, the participants  
had the opportunity to enjoy accompa-
nied and self-guided tours during  
which they could discover 19 products 
and services in the four spheres of 
“Attracting customers and creating 
customer loyalty”, “Operating success-

ful e-commerce”, “Optimizing process-
es with customers” and “Implementing 
efficient business processes”. After-
wards, there was still ample time for an 
individual exchange of ideas; 

The success of the dialogue-oriented 
format can be seen in the example of 
Coop. After visiting the Business 
Innovation Day, the managers of this 
major distributor opted to call on 
ePostSelect. The Coop employees are 
very pleased: thanks to ePostSelect,  
they will be able to choose whether 
they receive a physical payslip in  
their letterbox or in digital form via  
the secure IncaMail e-mail service.

 

PostConnect
On the way to Enterprise 2.0  

Like, post, tag and comment while  
at work: Enterprise 2.0 involves employ-
ees communicating and coordinating 
projects via social software, thereby 
working together in a more networked, 
transparent and thus efficient manner. 
The aim of the PostConnect project is 
to make this possible for Swiss Post 
staff. Together with the business units, 
the innovation management team is 
looking for potential solutions based 
on an integrated Enterprise 2.0 platform. 
The aim is to consolidate cooperation 
throughout the group, thereby enhanc-
ing dialogue. In the future, Swiss Post 
staff will, among other things, be able 

to make their know-how available more 
easily, share their knowledge, call on 
the experience of their colleagues and 
organize, manage and implement group 
projects independently. The Executive 
Management will test the PostConnect 
introduction and operating concept  
in spring 2014 before deciding on the 
next stages of the project.

Networks, projects, events and tools
Living culture of innovation

“ I would hope that  
we will also be able to 
offer our staff the 
opportunity to network 
quickly from wherever 
they are.”  
Stefan Regli, Head of Sales PL 

“ At the Business 
Innovation Day, Swiss 
Post's electronic  
patient record, vivates, 
aroused our interest.” 
André Mühltaler, Suva, Senior Key 
Account Manager

http://www.post.ch/en/post-startseite/post-konzern/post-konzern-uebersicht/post-konzern-innovationen/post-konzern-innovationsmanagement/post-business-innovation-day-2012.htm
http://media10.simplex.tv/content/54/55/31614/index.html
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PostVenture
From the Stade de Suisse to Silicon Valley

During the PostVenture business plan 
competition, 121 creative employees 
submitted 172 business ideas. The 
participants examined questions which 
are crucial to the future of Swiss Post. 
13 business ideas were developed 
further into business plans. Frédéric 
Devrient, a PostMail employee, beat  
four other competitors in the final with 
his idea for a “Multichannel service:  
a combination of PromoPost and 
billboard advertising”. His innovative 
solution is to offer business customers  
an integrated, one-stop advertising 
service in collaboration with billboard 
advertisers. On 20 February 2013, as 
Chairwoman of the Executive Manage-
ment Committee Innovation, New 

Business & Sustainability (KLA INN),  
CEO Susanne Ruoff presented  
the winner with his trophy at the  
PostVenture awards ceremony.  
The other finalists - Walter Schatt,  
Nicolas Renoux, Stefan Widmer  
and Raphael Furrer - were also  
honoured in the Stade de Suisse.  
Like Frédéric Devrient, they also won  
an eight-day educational trip to  
Silicon Valley to gain an in-depth  
insight into the US innovation hub.  

Experiences from Silicon Valley 
Experts at PostVenture 

COSTAR Creator
Structuring business ideas made easy 

At Swiss Post, the quality of innovative 
business ideas also increased thanks  
to the introduction of CO-STAR – the 
method of structuring business ideas 
used throughout the group. Among 
other things, it means that the projects 
in the INN process are all organized  
in the same way so that they can be 
assessed and compared as fairly as 
possible. In order to increase the aware-
ness of CO-STAR and to simplify its  
use, Swiss Post developed the CO-STAR 
Creator web-based tool. Since February 
2013, with the help of illustrative 
animated films, valuable tips and tricks 
and a comprehensible practical example, 
employees have been able to sketch 
the outlines of their ideas directly in the 
tool, and where necessary, to structure 
them according to CO-STAR. Creator is 

a firm favourite with Swiss Post staff. 
Accordingly, in the first eleven months, 
roughly 120 CO-STARs were developed, 
some of which have already success- 
fully made it through the INN process. 
Most staff submitting ideas use the 
collaboration options built into the 
application. Throughout 2013, more 
than 250 innovative minds granted 
their colleagues online access to their 
ideas in order to discuss them. The  
lively discussions foster the quality of 
the ideas and accelerate their imple-
mentation.

 

“ The collaborative aspect 
of CO-STAR Creators is 
becoming more and 
more important for 
PostFinance: by including 
feedback and often 
critical suggestions from 
colleagues and experts, 
our ideas gradually gain 
significance and 
substance.”  
Eliane Noverraz, Strategy & Innovation 
Manager, PostFinance Ltd

“ PostVenture is an  
outstanding idea to 
promote a culture  
of innovation within  
Swiss Post in a  
cross-unit and wide-
spread process.”  
Fiorenzo Scaroni, GS SWITCH und 
KTI-Experte

http://media10.simplex.tv/content/54/55/31747/index.html
http://media10.simplex.tv/content/54/55/25132/index.html
http://co-star.ch/en
http://co-star.ch/en/learn
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“ The new work 
environment 
encourages openness 
and mobility among 
the staff. It is an 
opportunity which we 
should use to ensure 
constant improvement 
in cooperation.”   
Yves-André Jeandupeux, Head of 
Human Resources at Swiss Post

Swiss Post Innovation Management

Meeting and interaction zones
Popular places for communication and creativity

Inspiring work environments facilitate 
communication and foster creativity. 
Consequently, Swiss Post tested 
innovative interior design concepts  
in five different pilot projects. In its 
sub-project, the innovation manage-
ment team focused on interior design 
solutions for increased networking, 
encounters and interaction. Interior 
designers worked with the staff on  
site to redesign the offices on the third 
floor of the Schönburg building. The 
project team enjoyed considerable 
freedom in developing and organizing 
the work, meeting and interaction 
zones and choosing the furniture. And  
it proved to be a hit: Yves-André 
Jeandupeux, Head of Human Resour

ces, was pleased with the inspiring 
overall solution: “The new work 
environment encourages openness  
and mobility among the staff. It is 
 an opportunity which we should use 
to ensure constant improvement in 
cooperation.” 90 percent of the  
staff working there agree: in a survey, 
they acknowledged that Swiss Post 
should take these interior design ideas 
into account in the future Swiss Post 
headquarters in the Wankdorf district  
of Berne.

 

ActionJam – the Swiss innovation network
"On tour" for the first time in 2013! 

Learn from one another about how to 
be mutually inspired and develop new 
ideas together. Musicians’ jam sessions 
inspired the Swiss Post innovation 
specialists together with their expert 
colleagues from more than ten other 
major Swiss companies and the Swiss 
Federal Innovation Promotion Agency  
to adopt a similar approach in the 
ActionJam innovation network. Struc-
tures, processes, methods, visions  
and objectives of innovation manage-
ment form the key subjects. In 2013,  
the ActionJam innovation network 
started its very first tour: at the end  
of April, more than 30 participants 
discussed the function of innovation 
management on the premises of 
Mobiliar in Berne. 
Through keynote speeches, round 
tables and workshops, some 40 special-
ists explored the theme of “open 
innovation” in the Phonak offices in 
Stäfa at the end of October. The  
next session, to be held in May 2014,  
will focus on the subject of innovation 

spaces. The members visit the interac-
tion zones (see above) designed by  
the innovation management team as 
an example of a work environment 
promoting creativity and networking. 

The MiniJams – shorter, irregular sessions 
requested by members when required 
– also produced the right sound in 2013: 
the participants discussed iteratively-
structured innovation processes as well 
as the approach to start-ups, and could 
observe start-ups at a pitching event. 
Furthermore, Swiss Post invited the 
members of ActionJam to a MiniJam on 
Business Innovation Day.

Swiss Post was a founding member of 
Action Jam, and is represented on the 
three-person association's executive 
committee.

 

http://www.swisspost.ch/post-p-gallery-interaktionszone
http://www.actionjam.com/#
http://www.actionjam.com/#
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Swiss Post Innovation Management

Swiss Post Innovation Management 

We are here for you

Innovation Management
Pierre-Yves Caboussat 

058 386 40 41  
pierre-yves.caboussat@post.ch

Innovation Management
Roland Keller 

058 386 43 29  
roland.keller@post.ch

Ideas Management
Lorenz Wyss 

058 386 40 52  
lorenz.wyss@post.ch

Innovation Partner Network 
Thierry Golliard

079 201 79 70  
thierry.golliard@post.ch

Ideas Management 
Silvio Flückiger

058 386 40 57  
silvio.flueckiger@post.ch

INN Process
Rahel Reichlin 

058 386 43 26  
rahel.reichlin@post.ch

Assistant
Marianne Marmier

058 386 43 25 
marianne.marmier@post.ch

INN Process
Alain Sauerer

058 386 43 28
alain.sauerer@post.ch

On the intranet
pww.post.ch/innovation

On the internet
www.post.ch/innovation

http://pwww.post.ch/innovationen
http://www.post.ch/innovationen
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